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IN HYDROTHERMALSOLUTIONSAND SILICEOUSMELTS
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ABSTRACT
The upper thermal stability of Mg-Al tourmaline (Na-bearing and Na-free) in the presenceof H2O, SiO2, H3BO3 and HCI has
been investigated experimentally at 200 MPa total pressurebetween 680' and 850'C as a function of the boron content of the
fluid, using conventional hydrothermai cold-seal vesselsand an internally heated gas apparatus,with a mixturc of synthetic and
natural minerals and an HCl-bearing hydrous fluid as starting material. In the Na-free system,breakdown of tourmaline + quaftz
occurs according to the reaction tur + qtz = crd + sil + B-bearing fluid at T > 750"C, at B2O3contents in the fluid between -0.5
and -9 wIVa. In the Na-bearing system, the reaction tur + qtz = crd + melt occurs at T 2 730"C, at B2O3concentrationsof -5 to
-8 wtTo The melt contains -2 wt% B2O3.At lower B2O3concentrationsin the hydrous fluid, decompositronaccording to reaction
tur + qtz = crd + ab + B-bearing fluid was observedat -700'C. The composition of tourmaline changessystematically as temperature increases In the Na-bearing system, an increasing proportion of vacancieson the X-site of tourmaline was found as a result
of the substitution NllMg
rnAl, in addition to a certarn amount of Al-incorporation by Mg 1FL1AI.In the Na-free system, the
latter substitution leads to Al-enriched tourmaline
Keywords: tourmaline + quartz, upper thermal stability, granite system, cordierite, hydrothermal experiments.

SouuernB
Nous avons d6termin6 la limite sup6rieure du champ de stabilit6 de la tourmaline riche en Mg et Al (avec ou sans Na) en
pr6sencede H2O, SiO2, H3BO3et HCI d une pression de 200 MPa entre 680' et 850"C en fonction de la teneur en bore de la phase
fluide Ces exp6riencesont 6t6 men6es avec autoclavesconventionnels ) joint froid ou d chauffage interne sur des m6langesde
min6raux naturels ou synth6tiques et une phase fluide contenant HCl. Dans le systbme sans sodium, la d6stabilisation de
1'assemblagetourmaline+quafizsefaitselonlardactiontur+qtz=crd+sil+phasefluideborifbredunetempdratue6galehou
d6passant750'C, et d une teneur en bore de la phase fluide comprise entre -0 5 et 97o (poids). Dans le systbme avec sodium, la
d6stabilisation se fait selon la r6action tur + qtz = crd + liquide silicat6 d une tempdratureminimale de 730"C et A une teneur en
bore de la phasefluide comprise entre -5 et -87c (poids) Le liquide silicat6 contient environ 27ode BzO:. A des teneursinfdrieures
h ce seuil, la d6stabilisation se fait selon la r6action tur + qtz = crd + ab + phasefluide borif'bre d environ 700'C. La composition
de la tourmaline changede fagon syst6matiqued mesureque la temp6ratureaugmente.Par exemple, dans le systbmeavec sodium,
la proportion de lacunes sur le site X rdsulte de la substitution NalMg 1EAl; i1 y a aussi une ceftaine mesure d'incorporation
d'aluminium selon Mg,1H-1A1.Dans 1esystdmesansNa, c'est ce dernier sch6maqui serait responsablede 1'enrichissementde la
tourmaline en A1.
(Traduit par la Rddaction)
Mots-clis: tourmaline + quartz, limite sup6rieure du champ de stabilit6, systbme granitique, cordierite, exp6riences hydrothermales.
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showed that in the presenceof excessB2O3in the fluid,
magnesiofoitite decomposesat 800'C and 200 MPa to
Tourmaline is a common mineral in granitic rocks, grandidierite and one or more unknown phases.Withgreisen, granitic pegmatitesand hydrothermal systems. out excessB2O3,the upper thermal stability is shifted to
The upper thermal stability of the assemblagetourma- 730oC at 100 MPa, and cordierite is the breakdown
Iine + quarlz is critical to the question of whether tourproduct of tourmaline, as was also observed by
maline has survived as a refractory mineral during Weisbrod er al. ( 1986). Wolf & London ( 1997) and von
melting of a source rock or appearedas a new mineral Goerne et al. (1997). Al-silicate phases(mullite, Bprecipitated from the melt or from a hydrous fluid in
bearing mullite, sillimanite) have also been observed
thesequartz-saturatedsystems.
(Werding & Schreyer 1984, Weisbrod et al. 1986).The
The aim of this study is to determine the upper ther- influence of boron concentrationin the fluid on the stamal stability in the systemsMgO-AI2O3-SiO2-B2O:bility of dravite and cordierite was studied in detail by
HzO and Na2O-MgO-AI2O3-SiO2-B2O:-HzO in the Weisbrod et al. (1986) and Wolf & London (1997).
presenceof acid HCl-bearing solutions. These systems
In a projection from B2O3,HCI and H2O (Fig. 1a),
may serve as a simplified model for granitic systems. the possibly important phases in the system MgOPressurewas kept constant at 200 MPa, a relevant pres- A12O3-SiO2-BzO:-HzO-HCI are shown. Though our
sure for granitic rocks as well as hydrothermal condiexperimentswere performed in the presenceof HCl, the
tions. We try to answerthe following questions:a) What
absenceof detectableamountsof Cl in most of the solid
are the breakdown reactions? b) At what temperature products indicates that it remains mainly in the fluid
does the breakdown start and end? c) At what tempera- phase. The upper thermal stability of the common asture does the first melt occur? d) What is the composi- semblagetourmaline + quartz may include the minerals
tion of the fluid, in terms of its Na and B content and cordierite, sillimanite, dumortierite, kornerupine,
pH?
grandidierite,werdingite and sapphirine.From available
experimental data (reviewed by Werding & Schreyer
B ecrcnouNo INronv,quox
1996), it can be inferred that B-free and B-bearing
komerupine are probably not stable at 200 MPa, and
From previous experimental data, the upper thermal they are therefore not consideredfurther. Dumortierite
stability of dravite,NaMg3Al6(Si6Or8)@O3)3(OHXOH)3, breaks down at temperaturesslightly above 700oC and
and magnesiofoitite (abbreviated as "Mg-foitite", fol200 MPa to B-bearing mullite and fluid, and is not conlowing the tourmaline classification of Hawthorne &
sidered. becausetourmaline is still stable at these conHenry I 999), n(Mg2Al)Al6(Si6O18)(BO3)3(OHXOH)3, ditions. Werdingite is a possibleproduct of low-pressure
has been constrainedbetween 700 and 800"C at a pres- breakdown, but the data of Werding & Schreyer (1992)
sure between 50 and 500 MPa (Robbins &Yoder 1962, show that it decomposesto Na-free tourmaline + corunWerding & Schreyer 1984).Werding & Schreyer(1984) dum + grandidierite, i.e., a silica-undersaturatedsystem.
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FIG. I
Selectedsolid phasesof (a) the system MgO-AluO:-SiOz-BzO:-HzO (+HCl) and (b) the system Na2O-MgO Al2O3SiO2-B2O3-H2O (+HCl), projected from B2O3 and H2O Open symbols: B-bearing phases;Na-free tourmaline and dravite
are shown as solid solutions (see text). Abbreviations after Kretz (i983).
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Werdingite is therefore neglected here, though one
should keep in mind that in natural systemsit also occurs togetherwith quartz (Grew & Anovitz 1996).However, the assemblagewerdingite + cordierite does not
seem to be stable; rather, the assemblagegrandidierite
+ sillimanite appears (Grew & Anovitz 1996), which
mayjustify the decision to neglect werdingite as a first
approximation. Grandidierite is a possible breakdownproduct of tourmaline becauseit is stable at 200 MPa rn
the temperature range between 600'C and 800oC
(Werding & Schreyer 1996), as applied in our study.
Synthesisexperiments on the end-membersmagnesiofoitite and dravite (Rosenberg & Foit 1985, Krosse
1995,von Goerneet al.1997) have shownthat tourmaline is always enriched in Al compared to the theoretical end-members, and that the composition of
tourmaline is a function of temperature (von Goerne
et al. 1999).We thereforehave to consider also a change
in chemical composition of tourmaline, mainly a variation in the ratio AV(AI + Mg) and theX-site occupancy,
as an important parameter in considerationsof the up-

(crd)

(sil)

P

(tur)

+H2O+
+ B2O3

(qtz)

T
FrG 2 Phase relations for reactions involving tourmaline,
grandidierite, sillimanite, cordierite, quartz and fluid. Fluidabsentreactionsare not considered.Tourmaline + quartz is
assumedto be the stable low-temperature assemblage,and
the equilibrium curve for the decomposition is assumedto
have a positive slope.
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per thermal stability. This is indicated in Figure la by
the compositional range of tourmaline as observed in
this study.
Our considerations start from the assumption that
cordierite + sillimanite, the common assemblageat
high-grade metamorphic conditions in the B-free system, will react in the presenceof a B-bearing fluid phase
to form a B-silicate, either grandidierite or tourmaline.
This is analogousto the system AlzO:-SiOz-BzO:H2O, where kyanite + corundum + B-bearing fluid react to dumortierite (Werding & Schreyer 1996). A
Schreinemakersanalysisyields the configuration shown
in Figure 2, projected from B2O3 + HzO (fluid-absent
reactions are not considered).An alternative reaction to
the upper stability of tourmaline + qvartz is therefore
the formation of grandidierite + cordierite. In silica-undersaturated systems, tourmaline may break down to
sillimanite, cordierite and grandidierite.
In the system Na2O-MgO-AlzO:-SiOz-BzO:-HzO
(+ HCI), melting must be considered. Weisbrod er al.
(1986) and Vorbach (1989) showedthat the upper stability of dravite is limited by melting reactionsbetween
730' and 750oC at 100 to 400 MPa. Experiments in a
granitic system at 750"C and 200 MPa by Wolf & London (1997) established that the equilibrium between
tourmaline, biotite, cordierite and melt (+ spinel, aluminosilicate or corundum) occurs at -2 wtVo B2Or in
strongly peraluminous melts. Figure lb shows that the
most likely breakdown reaction in the system Na2OMgO-A12O3-SiOz-BzO:-HzO (+ HCl) is the formation
of cordierite + melt, and in the subsolidus region, it is
cordierite + albite + fluid. Dravite is shown as a solid
solution according to the experimental results of thrs
study.
Since boron is very mobile during fluid-rock interactionsand is partitioned during vapor-phaseseparation,
information aboutthe fluid phasein the presenceoftourmaline is of great importance. Therefore, we analyzed
the fluid phasefor B after completion of the run. Boron
is bonded to oxygen in the form of tetrahedral complexes such as B(OH)a-, or trigonal complexes such as
B(OH)3 (Palmer& Swihart 1997).The type of bonding
is pH-dependent; a low pH stabilizes trigonal B-complexes, and a high pH stabilizes tetrahedralB-complexes. Tourmaline is stable only at low pH (Morgan &
London 1989). so t3lB is assumedto be the dominant
species in solution in equilibrium with tourmaline
(Palmeretal. 1992).Becauseof therelationof pHand
tourmaline, we also tried to vary the pH of the solution,
although over a restricted range, between -3 and 4.
In summary, all the previous experimental data and
the phase relations indicate that the upper thermal stability of tourmaline in the presenceof quartz is limited
by cordierite, sillimanite, albite, siliceous melt and hydrous fluid, and dependsstrongly on the boron content
of the fluid as well as its pH. Grandidierite is a possible
breakdown-productalso,but only at higher P and T. We
thereforeexaminedexperimentally the reactionsinvolv-
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ing cordierite, sillimanite, albite, siliceous melt and hydrous fluid in the Na-free and Na-bearing system, stafiing from cordierite + sillimanite + B-fluid and cordierite
+ albite + B-fluid, respectively (called "backward runs";
see Table 1, run series A and B), from tourmaline quartz ("forward runs", run seriesC and D), and from a
mixture of the reactant and product assemblage("equilibrium runs", run series E and F) and determined the
boron content in the final fluid by leaching.

ing materials (run seriesA, C and E; "backward", "forward" and "equilibrium runs", respectively) for reaction
(1)
magnesiofoitite + quartz = cordierite
+ sillimanite + fluid

(l)

and the analogousmixtures for reaction (2)
dravite + Quartz= cordierite + albite + fluid

(2)

ExpBmlrBNrar-TncHNrques
Experiments were performed at a constant pressure
of 200 MPa using standardcold-sealhydrothermal techniques for experiments at 750"C or less (run duration
10 days). Uncertainties in temperature (measuredwith
Ni-Cr-Ni thermocouplesclosely adjoining the sample)
are estimatedto be less than +5oC, and uncertaintiesin
pressure (measuredwith a calibrated strain gauge),
+10 MPa. The experiments were quenched by cooling
the bombs with compressedair, resulting in a temperature drop of 250'C in the first 5 minutes. For experiments at 800o and 850'C, we used an internally helted
pressurevesselmounted vertically, with Ar as the pressure medium (run duration 4 days). Total pressurewas
recorded continuously with a strain gauge, and the uncertainty is +2 MPa. Temperature was recorded with a
chromel-alumel thermocouple, and the uncertainty is
less than +10oC. Quenching was performed by cooling
with Ar, with a drop of 500'C in less than 4 minutes.
Gold and platinum capsules(30 mm long, inner diameter 5 mm) were used. Owing to the high temperature
of the runs, we assumethatl(O2) was mainly controlled
by the autoclave material, near the NNO buffer. The
exact proportions of the three different mixtures of start-

TABLE I STARTINGMD(TIJRES FOR TI{E
HYDROTI{ERMAL E)OERIMENTS

Na- Nsfre bwing
tur
tu

Al)

A2)
Al)
A4)
Bl)
B2)
B3)
B4)
eA)
D4)
E4)
F4)

sil

cd

ab

203',7 902 2037 4902 2037 4902 2037 4902 5 6 5 1 t6.
5 6 5 1 t694
56fl
1694
5 6 5 1 t694
96 E7
'75
43
44.52
ll 99 28 E6 39 44
3329 9 9 8

qtz H,BO.

fluid
100

pH

&
1274 7 8A
1274 7 88
1214 17a8
rz74 t7 88
tzBt t374
l28r 1374
l28t 1374
t28t 1374
0385 274
2233 2r2
148 915
1026 7U

II,O
6l
HCt
20
NIr{(OID 10
HCI
32
NaCl
6I
NaClrtICl 2 0
NaOH
l0
NaCI/iHCl 3 2
HCI
32
NaCLtlCl 3 2
HCI
32
NaCl,/HCl 3 2

Run seriesd C md E refq to the Na-fr@ systeln'ru sqi€s B, D ud F to the Nabqing systqL A 4d B re backwud rus, C md D itre foryed ms, E md F rc
e4uilibdu runs Weightsre givm in mg; total rclid: l0O mg total ltuid: 100 FL

(run series B, D and F; "backward", "forward" and
"equilibrium runs", respectively) are given in Table 1.
Stoichiometric amounts of the powdered solid stafting
materials were mixed in an agate mortar by hand to
homogenize the material. Boron (as solid H3BO3) as
well as quartz and Na (as NaCl-NaOH solution in the
Na-bearing system) were added in 75 molvo excess to
prevent loss into the fluid. The fluid:solid ratio for the
runs is 1:1. Fluids were added as pure H2O or HCl,
NH4(OH), NaCl, NaOH solutions (Table l) to vary the
pH of the starting solution. However, owing to the presence of H3BO3 in the starting material, which decomposes into boric acid, this range in pH is only on the
order of 3.5 to 4.2 (calculated from the dissolution of
boric acid at atmospheric conditions).
After the runs, the capsuleswere weighed to check
for possibleleaks.All capsuleshave lost between0.74
to 0.98 mg during the experiment, indicating an effective diffusive transport of H2 during the experiment and
thus a control of/(O2) by the vessel material. The capsules were opened in 50 mL distilled H2O at 60oC and
washed for l0 minutes to dissolve possible B-bearing
quench-phases.This method is necessaryto get information about concentration of B, Na and pH after the
run, though it has the disadvantagethat quench phases
cannot be observeddirectly, as precipitates on the capsule wall, for example. The solid was filtered, dried and
weighed; from the difference in weight, the amount of
fluid remaining at the end of the run was determined.
The pH of the 50 mL of solution after cooling to room
temperature was measured with an conventional pHmeter and then recalculated to the final fluid of the experiment. Though the pH of the fluid quenchedto room
temperature is definitely not the same as at run conditions, the quench pH at least monitors relative differences for the runs. Boron as well as Na contents of the
final fluids were measured by inductively coupled
plasma - atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES).
Synthetic and natural minerals served as starting
materials. Cordierite was preparedfrom a gel at 1100'C
at atmospheric pressure in 7 days, albite from a gel at
600"C, 100 MPa, l0 days run time with 2 m NaCl solution in excess.Natural quartz and sillimanite come from
a sillimanite fels (Meidob Hills, Sudan; personal collection of GvG). Al1 minerals were investigated by Xray diffraction (XRD) and found to be pure. The
unit-cell parametersare given in Table 2.
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Dravite (with 1 m NaCl solution and H3BO3 in excess)and magnesiofoitite(H:BO: in excess)were prepared from gels, of composition NaMg3Al6(Si6O1s)
(BO3)3(OH)4and E(Mg2Al)Al6(Si6Or8)(BO:):(OH)+,
respectively,at 600'C, 100 MPa in 10 days run time.
The crystals were too small for electron-microprobe
(EMP) analysis, as generally observed for tourmaline
synthesizedby this method. Its composition thus was
estimated by comparison of the unit-cel1 dimensions
with published data on tourmaline of known composrtion, in combination with data generatedin this study
(Table2, starsin Fig. 3b). An Al/(Al + Mg) value of 0.7
and 0.8, respectively, can be estimated.The Na-content
of the tourmaline in the Na-bearing system is >0.92 atoms per formula lunrt,apfu (Table 2).
In addition to optical determinations and examination of run products by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), reaction progresswas determined by analyzing
the change in intensity of the main peaks in the X-ray
powder-diffraction diagram, specifically of (101) of
quartz at 3.34 4,, (l 10) and (222) ot cordierite at 8.45
and 3.13 A, respectively,(210) and (120) of sillimanite
(002t and (201)of alat 3.36 and 3.41 A, respectively.
bite at 3.20 and 4.03 A, respectively, and (051) and

726
724

(122) of tourmaline at 2.58 and 2.97 A, respectively.
Additional phasesand unircell dimensions of tourmaline were calculated from X-ray-diffraction data obtained with a Siemensinstrument with Col(ct radiation,
extemally calibrated with Si (NBS 640b) and refined
by Rietveld refinement using the GSAS software of
Larson & van Dreele (1996). The unit-cell dimensions
of tourmaline were refined in spacegroup R3m, cordierite, in space group Cccm, slllimanite, in spacegroup
Pbnm, and albite, in spacegroup Cl.
Solids were analyzed with an automated Cameca
CamebaxSX-50 electron microprobe operatedin wavelength-dispersion mode, using PAP correction programs Natural minerals (albite for Na and Si, forsterite
for Mg, corundum for Al, danburite for B, vanadinite
for Cl) were used as standards Standardoperating conditions were: accelerating potential 15 kV, beam current 12 nA, and 10 secondscounting time. A beam
diameter of 2 pm was used. Accuracy approaching
+09Vo rclative is obtained. The relative standard error
for B lies between 10.7 and l4.2%o.Forlow concentrations such as Na in cordierite or Cl in tourmaline, the
relative standarderror lies between7 and 13Vo,as evaluated from the counting statistics.
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Frc. 3 The ratio AV(AI + Mg + Fe) (a, b) and (Na + Ca) content (c, d) of synthetic and natural tourmaline as a function of unitcell dimensions c (a, c) and a (b, d) Symbols: O: Na-free tourrnaline, O: Na- beanng tourmaline, natural tourmaline: n:
Gasharovaet al. (1997), X: Grice & Ercit (1993). Unit- cell dimensions of synthetic tourmaline, used as starting material ( ),
indicate an A1/(Al + Mg + Fe) value of 0 80 for Na-free tourmaline and 0 12 for Na-bearing tourmaline The Na content is
0.95 apfu.
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IABLE 2 UMT-CELL PARAMETERS OF STARTING MATERIALS (*)
AND OF TOURMALINE. EITHER SYNTTIETICORNATURAL

wple

gDple

r (A)

4 (A)

TABLE

v (.iP)

c (A)

M

produsts

r€otion

l7 805(l)
7 6714(2\
r2189r(2)

7 1497(3)
7 2ozr(1)
9 3382Q)
5 768E(3)
93382(3)

156316(2)
158s l4(3)
154950(3)
33r 23(3)
154950(3)

Al-680'C
A2-680'C
A3-6r0'C
c4-680"C
B1-680'C
I)4-680'C
F4-680"C

ls 9005(4)
15e001(2)
159005(r)
15900(2)
rs9029(4)
15 8941(2)
15 E976(5)

7 12r2Q)
7 122O(r)
7 1228(3)
7,1181(3)
7 2O29(r)
7 l7E5(4)
7 1809(4)

1ss922(4)
1s5924<2)
1s5951(2)
l5s8 50(3)
151753(2\
157045(3)
157167(s'

A4-715"C
c4-'?rs"c
E4-715"C
B4-715'C
F4-7r5'C

15 8966(2)
15 8995(4)
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15 89se(3)
158e59(2)

7 r2t2(3)
7 r2r4(3)
7 1202(3)
7 r7t2Q)
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155908(4)
1558sl(4)
rs1o't4(3)
lsTl 37(s)

A1-730'C
c4-'130"C
E4-730'C
B2-730"C
B3-730'C
Dzl-730"C
F4-730"C

1s9024(4)
158983(l)
15 9012Q)
'tseo49(4)
15 9015(5)
15Ee71(3)
l5 8996(3)

7 r3lt?)
ls6l 7s(4)
't
r32tQ) 156118(3)
'.r1281(3)
156095(3)
7 1748(4) r57r77(s)
7 186',1e) rs73 7r(4)
7,17rr(l) rs'tr t1(2)
7 18s30) 1s"t30a(4)

c4-750'C

15 89e1(4)

7 1268(2) 155816(3)

Gasharcva

Gashqova

(Nao.rcaoaM& olEo,) (Mg, ,nFd.o,Fe3.o )
",Tio
(Mgo,uFe3*o
,,Aln ,.) (Sij 4Tio@Ols)(Bq)3 Or s(OID,,
l6 031
7 242
l6tt797
(Nq.Caon,IQ*troo)(Ug,ry'd-o,rFelonAlo)
AL (Si6O1s)(BOJ3 O'3(Or{)1?

Grire

Gdce

Grice

15967
7 202
1590121
(Nq,,Cq,rtro*) (Mg,*Fd.n?Fe*"*)
(Fd.oqAr,47)(Si5?8TL",O,,)(BO,,,), O".(OlD.
" t597
15 960
7 238
(NqrrCaorlL*trod

(Mg2yFelo$Fd.o,?)
Ed-044AL47) (SireTL6Ols) (BOr)r FosOo4(OlD3r1

1 59 8 1
(NaorCaorIGnJ(MgrrFe'*or,)
(Felo@ALD) (Si.qTLorO.)
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7 236

1604

CNaooCq ,tr. ,) (MgxrFe'z*o 02Alo2r)
(Felo *Al, *) (Si, oTio.,rO,r) (BO. *), Fo ,Oo ,r(OIl).

l5 941
(Nao.*Cao,tr,*) Mg,
(Mgo*AlrJ
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@OJ, Fon Our(OI4r*

15999
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7 2rO

(SireTiocO,J
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,,

15E5

NarO

pH

(wt%finalfluid)

Al

tu, qtz, qd

503

39

M

tu, qtz, crd

t57

4l

319

64

tw, qtz, crd + ?
tw, qd, qtz I ?

E4

tur, qt,

Bl

tur, qiz, qd

250

284

92

tur, qtz, crd+chl

305

683

44

B3

tur, ab, qtz + crd

407
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tur, qtz
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37

F4
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3 08
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At 680'C, tourmaline (fine-grained aggregatesof up
to 70 pm in length) and,qru,artzare the major phases
(Table 3). All runs contain small amounts of cordierite
(Fig. 4a) with a porous surface, and over- and intergrown with tourmaline. Cordierite appearsalso in the

Roction progres detemioed by shift of)<RD peek intensities (- towsd qd + sil oi
oalculation for to|malire
ab, - towtrd tur + qtz, - no progless) MesFbslil@
that yielded meh
of B For lu
fmtion
or diswlutiof, ba$d on the @n@tnti@
(*), no mss balmce is possible Starting mifttres A sil + ard + qtz, B: crd + ab +
qt", C: Na-fie dnvite + qtz, D: dEvite + qt4 E: Na-ftee druvite + sil + qd + qtz, F:
crd.
dravit€ + crd + ab + qtz Abbrwiations aAtr Kretz (1983): tur: towaline,
phm)
cordiedte, ab albitq sil: Billimmitq chl: chlorite, ?: uidmtified

ExprnlusNrer- Resulrs
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Flc. 4. SEM photo of run products. a. Run A2, 680'C: cordierite with a porous surface is intergrown with and overgrown by
tourmaline up to 40 pm in length b Run A4, 715'C: well-shaped cordierite up to 280 pm in diameter is overgrown by
tourmaline up to 30 pm in length c. Run A3, 730'C: coexisting tourmaline up to 25 pm in length + sillimanite + quartz +
cordierite. d. Run 82, 680'C: tourmaline up to 30 pm in length, albite, quartz, resorbed cordierite and chlorite e. Run 84,
715'C: tourmaline up to 40 pm in length + cordierite. f. Run D4,730'C: iarge crystals of cordierite are intergrown with and
overgrown by tourmaline up to 30 pm in length Abbreviations after Kretz ( I 983) Scale bars: 20 pm in 4c and 4e, 50 pm in
4a and 4b. and 100 um in 4d and 4f.
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forward run C, which started from tourmaline and quartz
only. Sillimanite has disappearedcompletely, but small
amounts of a phase similar to mullite were observed,
with main peaksat (210) = 3.40 A and (110) = 5.40 A.
At 715"C, tourmaline and quartz are the major
phases;they grew as small single crystals or radial aggregates.Cordierite appearsin all runs in well-shaped,
relatively large crystals up to 280 pm in size (Fig. ab).
Its euhedral faces are overgrown with tourmaline
needles. Sillimanite has disappearedcompletely in all
runs, and no other Al-silicate was found.
At 730"C, sillimanite occurs together with tourmaline, quartz and cordierite (Fig.4c). However, starting
from tourmaline + quartz only, a mullite-like phase appeared instead of sillimanite.
At 750'C, small amountsof tourmaline were formed
from cordierite and sillimanite in the backward (A) rln.
Breakdown of tourmaline produced both sillimanite and
a mullite-like phase besides cordierite, whereas in the
equilibrium run, no significant change of phases was
found.
At 800"C, no new tourmaline was observed by Xray determination, but small amounts of tourmaline are
still presentin the forward and equilibrium runs.
At 850'C, no tourmaline was found in the equilibrium run. No mullite-like phase was observed.
The results are shown together with the determined
B2O3content in the fluid after the run (Table 3) in Figure 5a. It is clear that at B2O3contentsexceeding5 wtTo
and a T above 750"C, the assemblagecordierite + sillimanite + B-bearine fluid is stable. The small amounts

of tourmaline present at 800oC are interpreted to be
relict crystals.At 680" and 715'C, the assemblage
tourmaline + quartz is stable, as indicated by the disappearance of sillimanite at B2O3 contents between 1.75 and
5 wt%a.The new formation of cordierite in the forward
runs is interpreted to result from an adjustment of the
tourmaline toward a more Al-rich composition (seebelow). At 730'C, the XRD-based determination of reaction progress in the equilibrium run, as well as the
formation of new tourmaline in all backward runs, indicate the stability of tourmaline and quartz. Also at
750oC,we found new tourmaline formed from sillimanite + cordierite (but no reaction in the equilibrium run),
and therefore we place the upper stability limit of the
assemblagetourmaline + quartz slightly above 750"C
(Fig. 5a). Most forward runs (label C in Fig. 5a) yielded
an unidentified phase,possibly a metastablemullite-like
phasesimilar to those describedby Werding & Schreyer
(198a); this phase could not be characterized definitively becauseof its low abundancein the run products.
Theseruns thus do not contribute evidencefor the placement of the equilibrium.
In order to check results concerning the reaction
progress,we performed a mass-balancecalculation using the concentration of boron determined in the final
fluid. A decreasingamount of tourmaline should result
in an increasein the B content of the fluid Oable 3) and
vice versa. From the total amount of fluid and the concentration of B, the amount of newly formed or dissolved tourmaline was calculated, assuming that no
other B phaseis present.This is a questionablemethod

wt% BzOgfinalfluid
wt% BzOsfinalfluid

T'a

675

700

725

750

T"C

FIc 5. a. Experimental results for the Na-free system in terms of run temperature versus wtTo BzO: in the final fluid. Runs
labeled "C" (forward runs) started from tourmaline + quarlz and yielded unidentified phases.b. Experimental results for the
Na-bearing system, in tems of run temperature versus wtVo B2O3 in the final fluid Runs labeled "D" (forward runs) started
from tourmaline + quatlz and showed no consistgnt results In both cases,the experiments werg run at fluid saturation at a
pressureof 200 MPa
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At 730"C, the amount of tourmaline is less than
7Ovol.Vo,and cordierite is the major phase (Fig. 4f). In
addition, an optically isotropic and clear phase,indicative of a melt, was found in the backward run. No hints
for melting could be found in the equilibrium and forward runs. However, tourmaline and quarlz did react,
becausenew albite plus an unidentified phase were
formed in the forward run
At 750'C, melt was formed in the backward run from
cordierite + albite and in the equilibrium run, where
small amounts of tourmaline are still present.The melt
forms as isolated clear sphereswith a diameter of up to
500 pm and, in some cases,as irregular patches with
sharp edges.Again, no melting occurred in the forward
Na-bearing system(mixtures B, D, F)
run, though the starting assemblagetourmaline + quariz
reacted to form albite and an unidentified phase.
At 680"C, tourmaline was formed from cordierite
The results show a field for cordierite + melt at B2O3
and albite, in both the backward (mixture B) and in the contentsin excessof 4 wtVoand T > 730"C (Fig. 5b).
equilibrium runs (mixture F). Depending on the com- There is one run where no melt was found; we believe
position of the starting fluid, either small or large that either small amounts of melt have been overlooked
amountsof albite are left over: in one case.an additional in the sample, or the temperatureuncertainty of the run
chloritelike phase was found (Fig. 4d). In the forward
is just within the position of the equilibrium boundary.
run (mixture D), tourmaline and quartz remained stable. A field for tourmaline + qrrartzwas found at B2O3conAt 715"C, all runs yielded the same result: the as- tents less than 4 wt%oand T < 730'C. In combination
semblage tourmaline + quartz + cordierite + albite is with the mass-balancecalculations of the B2O3contents
found, which is a strong indication that this assemblage in the starting and the final fluid (Fig. 6b), the equilibis stable.The amount of tourmaline is lessthan at 680'C,
rium temperature was placed at 715 + 5'C. Owing to
and cordierite in grains up to 150 pm acrossis the domithe presenceof unidentified phases,the discrepancy in
nant phase (Fig. 4e).
the determination of reaction progressby XRD and by
for runs in which mullite or similar phaseswere formed,
since theseAl-silicates are known to contain B, and it is
uncertain how much undissolved quench phasesremained in the capsule.We assumethat thesecalculated
values of dissolved or newly formed tourmaline are
likely to be accurateonly above -7o%o,but they are
consistentwith our observationsderived from XRD
analyses(Table 3) and thus corroborate our interpretation. Figure 6 shows that for the equilibrium runs, there
is a systematic, almost linear increase of B2O3 content
in the final fluid with run temperature;the crossover of
the line with the line connecting the starting composltion indicates an equilibrium temperatureof 770"C.
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700

720
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Frc 6. a. Experimental results of equilibrium nrns E and F, in terms of run temperatute versus wt%oB2Q3 in the starting fluid
(O) and in the final fluid (*). a. Alkali-free system: crossing of the lines of wt%oB2Ol in starting an{final fluid indicate an
equilibrium temperature of'715"C b. Na-bearing system: crossover of the lines of wtTo BuO: in starting and final fluid
indicates an equilibrium temperatureof 710'C
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the mass-balancecalculation, and the uncertainty in the
unit-cell parameters(seebelow), productsof the forward
run (D in Fig. 5b) cannot be interpreted. As in the Nafree system, theseresults demonstratethat experiments
of this type are not useful to determine phase relations
in this system.
CorraposrrroN
oF RuN Pnooucrs

Cordierite
Results of the EMP analysis of cordierite are presentedin Table 5. The analytical totals do not reach a
sum of 100Vo,indicating the presenceof up to 4 wt%o
H2O in the channels of the structure. Na atoms, also
located in the channels, reach 0.125 ! 0.06 apfu at
715'C, decreasingto 0.094 t 0.02 apfu at750"C.

Tourmaline

Glass

Resultsof EMP measurementsof oroductsin all runs
that yielded large crystals are shown in Table 4. The
compositions differ from the ideal end-members of
magnesiofoitite n(MgzAl) AloSioOrs@Q)3 (OH)a and
dravite NaMg3 Al6Si6O1s(BO3)3(OH)4 in having higher
Al contents and lower calculated (OH) contents:
E(Mgr sAlr s) Alo (Si6O18)(BO3.13
065 (OH)35 in run
A1,730"C, and Naa6(Mg21.416e)
4.16(Si6O18)
@O3)3
Os7 (OH)33 in run 83, 730'C.
The marked Al-enrichment, with A1 up to 7.5 atoms
per formula unit (apfu), is due to the proton-loss substitution (pls) AlnMg-1H-1 in the Na-free system and to a
combination with the substitution AlMg_1Na1 in the
Na-bearing system. In the Na-bearing system, the proportion of vacancieson the X site increasesslightly with
temperature (Fig. 7).
Comparison of the lattice constantsof the run-product tourmaline with those of the synthetic starting material shows that in both the Na-bearing and the Na-free
systems, Iattice constants differ significantly (Fig. 8),
indicating that also for those runs where the crystals are
too small for EMP analyses,tourmaline did re-equilibrate. In run D4, the cell parameter c is excluded from
the intemretation.

The composition of the glassis summarizedin Table
6. It is rhyolitic, with only 0.244.5Owt%o MgO, slightly
increasing with temperature.Na2O also increasesfrom
7.85 wt%oat'730"Cto2.55 wtvo at750"C. The glassis
rather homogeneous,except for 8203. The scatterof Bconcentrationsof approximately +0.5 wt% between individual spot-analyses in one sample exceeds the
precision of the B-determination (+ 0.25 wt%a).The averageB-concentrationsare close to 2wt%oBzOzfor runs
where all tourmaline was consumed,and between 3 and
4 wt%o for runs where tourmaline is still present
Oable 6). No correlation of B-concentration with other
elementscould be found. The total of the EMP analysrs
lies between 88 and 89 wtVa.rndicatins rather constant
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0.4
\
0.2

730'C
0

0.66
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0.72
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Al/(Al+Mg)
Frc. 7. Composition of tourmaline (results of EMP analyses) The solid line connectsend
members of ideal dravite - Na-free tourmaline (substitution AlnMg 1Na-1),and dotted
parallel isolines for (OH):O proportion show the effect of the AlnMg-rH I substitution All tourmaline compositions are enriched in Al compared to the ideal end-members, and in the Na-bearing tourmalines, the proportion of vacancies increases with
temperatureof the run. Symbols: Na-bearing system (B,D,F): a (680'C), * (715'C), n
(730'C), O (750'C); alkali-freesystem(run A1,730'C): A;end-membersdravite(dra),
dravite-dt (dra-d0 and alkali-free dravite (af-dra): I.

H2O contentsof 1I to 12 wtvo. No difference in composition between melt spheresand irregular patchescould
be observed.

lower where the fluid coexists with albite (e.g., runF4,
715'C, with 2.15 wt% Na2O). In every assemblage
(fluid - melt - tur - crd, fluid - ab - tur - crd), a systematic increase of Na in the fluid with temperatureis ob-

Fluid
After quenching,the boron concentrationand the pH
of the final fluid were measuredfiable 3). All values of
pH lie between 2.1 and 6.4, with the majority in the intewal 34. Calculation of pH of the final solution by
dissociationof H3BO3at atmosphericconditionsyielded
similar results as the measuredpH. This indicates that
the pH ofthe fluid is controlled by the boric acid. The
boron concentrationin the final fluid spansa wide range,
from 1.6 to 8.4 wt%oB2O3.A systematicincreaseof B
with increasing temperatureis observed in the equilibrium runs E and F (Figs. 6a, b). The lines cut the B concentration of the starting mixtures at 778oC in the
alkali-free system and atTl5oC in Na-bearing system.
Lower temperatures and B concentrations indicate
growth of tourmaline, higher temperaturesand B concentrations indicate dissolution of tourmaline.
The Na content of the fluid ranges between 1.9 and
7 .7 wt%oNa2O.It is higher where the fluid coexistswith
melt (e.g., run B4, 750"C, with 6.27 wt%oNazO) and

15.98
1 59 6
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15.92
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159
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x

t'o

15.88
1586L
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"

7.16

718
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(A)

Frc 8. Unit-cell parametersof synthetic starting tourmaline
(*) compared to the unit-cell parametersof the run-product tourmaline Symbols: O: Na-free system, O: Na-bearing system. Run D4 started from tourmaline + quartz and
cannot be interDreted.
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served.With increasing Na content in the fluid, the Na
contents in tourmaline, cordierite and melt decrease
slightly (Fig. 9).
DrscussroNaxo CoNcr-usroNs
The EMP data of the re-equilibrated tourmaline after the runs show that it has a higher AV(AI + Mg) value
than the ideal end-membersdravite and magnesiofoitite.
The substitution involves mainly the substitutions
AlMg 1H-1and AlnMg-1Na-1 @ig. 7). Other substitutions, such as Al2Mg-1Si 1 (Tschermaks), are of minor
importance (Table 4), as Si is mostly near 6. The change
in composition of tourmaline can be describedby equrlibria (3) and (4) with cordierite in a B-bearing fluid:
Na-free tourmalinel + quartz + fluid = Na-free
tourmalineil + cordierite + B-bearing fluid
tr(MgzAlr) A16(Si6O16)@O3)3(OH)4
+ 1.5 SiO2+ 0.65 H2O = 0.67 n(Mgr sAlr s) Alo
(Si6Or8)(BO3)3(OH)3s 065 + 0.5 Al3Mg2
(SisAlols) + B(OH! + 02
(3)
and
dravitel + quartz + fluid = dravitex + cordierite
+ B-bearing fluid
NaMg3 A16(Si6O18)@O3)3(OH)4+ 0.675 SiO2
+ 0.8 H2O + 1.66 HCl
= 0.3 Nags(MgzAlr) AIo (Si6Or8)@O3)3
(OH): z Oes + 0.975 Al3Mg2(Si5AlO1s)
+ B(OH)3 + 0.76 NaCl + 0.45 MgCl2
@)

2.5

B2
z
>s

E r.s
!

@1
o

z

0.5
0L

0

1.5

7.5

Na fluid [wt% NazO]
Frc. 9 Na contents (wt7o Na2O) in final fluid and in the solid
phasestourmaline (*), cordierite (n) and melt (O).

The simplified reaction (3) was written in this way to
show that becauseof the deprotonation of tourmaline,
this equilibrium will dependon the/(O2) of the system.
Though in our experiments/(O2) was not controlled, we
assumethat at the high temperature of the runs, it was
probably buffered by the NNO of the vessel material.
Reaction (3) also shows that cordierite buffers the AU
(Al + Mg) ratio of tourmaline (in the presenceof quartz
and a fluid). Reaction (4) is written with a chloride-bearing solution as used for the experiments,which is probably also a realistic case in nature, since many
hydrothermal and magmatic fluids contain Cl, to give
an example for such a type of reaction. Reaction (4)
clearly shows that the concentrationof Na and Mg chlorides (and possibly other species)are important parameters in this equilibrium.
Even at conditions of excessNa in the fluid, the Na
content of tourmaline is below the ideal value of 1.0
apfu, which is also commonly observedin natural tourmalines, as reviewed by Henry & Dutrow (1996) and
London et al. (1996). Reaction (4) shows the dependence of the concentration of Na in the fluid, but the
experiments also showed (Fig. 9) that cordierite contains considerableamounts of Na, and that albite can be
presentas an additional phase(which is also a common
assemblagefor tourmaline in nature). Thus, the Na content of tourmaline will be a function of fluid composition and the solid assemblage,in addition to P and T.
From our experiments, we can speculate that dravite
with Na = 7.0 apfuwlllbe stable at a relatively low temperature, and that with increasing temperature,the proportion of vacancies at the X site will increase. This
inference is supported by further experimental investigations in the Na-bearing system (von Goerne et al.
1999).
In the complex granitic system, Wolf & London
(1997) also found synthetic tourmaline with -0.8 Na
apfu at anMg/(Mg + Fe) value of about 0 .'74, calcilated
from their Table 5, an indication that this parameter is
not strongly influenced by the addition of Fe to the system. However, the AV(AI + Mg + Felo) value of these
tourmaline crystals, 0.71, is significantly lower than the
values in the range 0 83 to 0.76 reported here. This difference probably results from the fact that a certain
amount of Fe will be FeJ+,and thus thesevalues are not
strictly comparable
In addition, all these reactions are a function of the
B content in the fluid. Boron is partitioned between the
fluid and a solid. At a certain P and T, B will be dissolved in the fluid up to a saturationvalue, and at higher
concentrationsa solid phase(e.9.,tourmaline) will form.
This could be expressedas increasing chemical potential ps63nuid,but since we are not able to calculate
lrso:fluidfor our experiments,we use simply wtVaB2O3
plotted againstrun temperature(at constantpressureof
200 MPa) to representour results (Fig. 5). Note that this
is similar to a T-X diagram for mixed-volatile equilibria. the onlv difference beins that for mixed-volatile
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perature by more than 10 to 20'C, must be due to the
extremely refractory behavior of tourrnaline and its incongruent melting. This is confirmed by the fact that in
the Na-free system, melting was not observed at temperaturesup to 850"C, even at 8 wt%oB2O3in solution.
Werding & Schreyer (1984) also reported that in the
presenceof excess BzO: in solution, Na-free tourmaline remainsstableup to 810"C at 200 MPa.
The high SiO2 content and constant composition of
the glasses(Table 6) indicate the presenceof a siliceous
melt and not a quench product from a hydrous fluid.
The H2O content of this melt, 1l to 12 wt7o, estimated
by the wtVo difference of the analytical total (EMP
analyses)from l0o7o, is much higher than the H2O conNa-free dravite., + fluid = cordierite
tent of a B-free melt at 200 MPa (-7 wt7o, measuredon
+ sillimanite + B-bearing fluid
a melt of albite or granitic pegmatite composition:
Bumham 1979). Similarly high H2O contents were re(BO:): (OH):s Oos
pofted by Wolf & London (1997) in a complex B-bearn(Mgr sAlr s) Al6(Si6Or8)
+ 2.75 H2O = 0.75 Al:Mgz (SisA1O18)
ing granitic system. The absence of melting in the
(5) Na-free system, even at 850"C (also observed by
+ 2.25 Al2SiO5+ 3 B(OH!
Werding & Schreyer1984),and the similar melting temperatures in the Na-bearing system to the melting of
In view of the colinearity of cordierite, sillimanite
and tourmaline of this composition (Fig. la), the reac- albite + qnafiz + H2O, show that the network-forming
tion is quartz-absent(1.e.,the grandidierite- and quartz- B doesnot lower the melting point significantly; instead
absentreactions in Fig. 2 coincide).
it can be speculatedthat the presenceofB substantially
In the Na-bearing system, the upper thermal stabil- increasesthe solubility of HzO in a felsic melt. Howity can be written as:
ever, neither in our experimentsnor in those of Wolf &
London (1997) is there a clear correlation between B
draviter, + q\artz + fluid = cordierite
and H2O content of the glasses.How much H2O is actu+ albite + B-bearing fluid
ally dissolved in the siliceous melt, and how much Si (+
other cations) is dissolved in the hydrous fluid, and
(BO3)3(OH)32O08
where the solvus between the two fluids might eventuNaos (MgzAlr) Al6(Si6Or8)
+ 2.5 SiO2+ 2.9 H2O = Al:MBz (Si5AlOr8)
ally close, can only be answered by in situ measure(5) ments,and must be left openhere. It is obvious that there
+ 0.8 NaAlSi3Os+ 1.1 AlzSiOs + 3 B(OH)3
will be severeproblemsin quenching,even ifthe quench
Whether the equilibrium temperature for reaction (5) has time of the run could be reduced strongly.
The experimental observation that tourmaline is a
been reached in our experiments is not clear, because
the forward runs ("D" at low concentrationsof boron rn liquidus phaseis consistentwith the widespreadoccurrence of tourmaline in pegmatite-forming and granitic
the fluid; Fig. 5b) produced unidentified phases.However, the reaction boundary as shown in Figure 5b is melts. Tourmaline can be formed by the reaction cordiconsistent with the previous results at 100 MPa total
erite + melt = tourmaline + qu,artz+ fluid, or melt =
pressureby Weisbrod et al. (1986). Between 600' and tourmaline + albite + quartz + fluid.
A high concentration of approximately 3 to 5 wt%o
700'C, they found a strong increase in the concentration of B in the hydrous fluid.
B2O3in the fluid is required for both reactions, as well
At 730" and 750"C, melting was observed at high
as a high concentration ofB in the melt. Run products
concentrations of B in the hydrous fluid. Though the from our experiments that contain tourmaline + melt
(Table 3) have B2O3 concentrationsabove approxinumber of experiments for a complete interpretation of
the melting behavior as a function of boron concentra- mately 2.3 wt7oB2O3. Similar results were obtained by
tion, pH and temperatureis not sufficient, our results do Wolf & London (1997) for the complex granitic sysshow that melting starts near 730oC and is favored by
tem. They found that at'750oC, melts with less than 2
high concentrations of boron (Fig. 5b). This also is in
wtVo B2O3, which is the B equivalent of 20 wtvo tottagreement with the results of Weisbrod et al. (1986), maline in a rock or melt, are still undersaturatedin tourmaline, unless the melt is strongly peraluminous.
determined at 100-300 MPa total pressure.
The first appearanceof melt at -730oC at 200 MPa Pichavant et al. (1987) obserled that in rhyolite with
is of the same order of magnitude as in the B-free sys- 0.64wt%oB2O3,no tourmaline was formed, but the only
tem albite + quartz + fluid = melt (Tuttle & Bowen 1958, Mg-Fe mineral is biotite.
Though the assemblageof coexisting cordierite +
Johannes1980). The relatively small effect of B2O3in
the solution, which does not decreasethe melting tem- tourmaline occursin natural rocks suchas the Hercynian

equilibria, X is normally expressedas a molar fraction.
Since the B-bearing fluid will probably also contain
large amounts of Si and other species,it is more convenient to use wt7o. Our results for the Na-free system
indicate that tourmaline is stable over a large range of
B2O3 concenffations, between 0.5 and -9 wtvo. They
are not compatible with those of Weisbrod et al. (1986)
for the Na-bearing system,who found a minimum value
of -2 wt7o B2O3 dissolved in the hydrous fluid, in the
presenceof tourmaline, cordierite, albite, andalusiteand
quafiz at 100 MPa and 700'C.
The upper thermal stability of Na-free tourmaline
can be written as:
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granites of western Europe (e.9., Luxulyan, Cornwall;
D. London, pers. commun.), it has not yet been described in detail in the literature. Documentation of their
coexistence and of their chemical composition is
needed,and we here draw attention to this issemblage.
From the distribution of Na between cordierite and tourmaline (Fig. 9), the temperatureof crystallization could
potentially be inferred (Knop et al.1998). Also, in rocks
with plagioclase (albite) + cordierite + sillimanite +
tourmaline, the chemical composition of tourmaline rn
terms of X-site occupancy and Al/(Al + Mg) value
should be determined and may also give an indication
of the temperature of crystallization and the composition of the fluid phase.
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